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Benefits

Features

Cross-Cloud Visibility
Standardized Dashboards and
Workbooks for Analysts
Single Query Language for Data
Sources
Reduced Training and O&M Costs
Speed of Employment and Return on
Investment 

Data Normalization Across CSPs
Rapid Automated Deployments into
the Cloud
On-Demand Analyst’s Environment
Teardown and Data Destruction
Modular Tailorable Design and
Integration
On-Demand Data Sharing

In the face of rapid cloud adoption and the inherent complexity
of multi-cloud environments, Wraith offers mission-related
capabilities and customer-derived benefits that are essential for
maintaining security and stability in the modern cloud
landscape. This paper provides an executive summary, delves
into Wraith's capabilities and features, outlines the benefits it
offers, and offers technical details on its key features,
architecture, and integration. 

Our solutions are designed to be fully customizable,
ensuring they align seamlessly with your specific security
requirements and objectives. We recognize that one size
does not fit all in the world of cybersecurity.

Enhanced Cross-Cloud Visibility

Product Highlights

Architecture

Integration

Wraith provides comprehensive cross-cloud visibility, allowing
security teams to monitor assets and activities across different
CSPs from a centralized dashboard. This capability is vital in
ensuring a unified security posture and quick response to
threats across diverse and complex cloud environments.

Wraith is a cloud-native solution in Microsoft Azure using custom
connectors for AWS, GCP, VMware ESXi, and on-premise SIEMs. 
It utilizes Microsoft Log Analytics Workspace as the integrated
SIEM/SOAR to collect, unify, and standardize telemetry data.
Sentinel is used by analysts/operators for visibility and potential
threat detection across multi-cloud and on-premises
environments. Adaptable to different missions, supporting hunt
and incident response teams or dedicated SOC spaces.
Architecture supports multiple locations and encourages
collaboration among detection teams.

Tailored to Your Needs

The fungible nature of Wraith allows it to plug into any single,
multi/hybrid cloud environment, supporting existing security
stacks as well as quickly adapting to new technologies. Easily
ingest any text-based data source into Log Analytics Workspace.
Supports build your own detectors and incorporating threat
intelligence feeds. No boundaries, tailored solutions to your
problem set. 
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